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EUROPEAN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION (EFMA) Abstracting Journal - EFMA 2003 Helsinki Meetings In cooperation with the European Financial Management Association(EFMA), FEN is announcing the 2003 Helsinki Meetings Abstracting Journal. This journal is available to all subscribers at no charge and contains abstracts and urls for access to the full text of papers given at the European Financial Management Association’s 2003 Meetings in Helsinki, Finland June 25-28, 2003. The purpose is to provide a data warehouse for the program and all papers given at the meetings to facilitate their distribution to the meeting participants (both before and after the meetings) and to the finance profession as a whole. Abstracts of the papers will also be published in subject-specific journals within the Financial Economics Network and, where appropriate, in the journals of our sister networks. You can subscribe to this journal, as well as any of our other journals, by clicking on the URL link below: You can browse the papers already in the system for these meetings at: Michael C. Jensen Director, Financial Economics Network